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You are holding the documentation of our school of the

poor 201 6 in your hands!

Unfortunately, the evaluation took longer than expected,

so now a second round of the unemployed school has

already taken place. Here you will find the documentation

of the first jobless school, which took place from 22nd

January to 26th February 201 6.

Wha t i s th i s school abou t?

The school was a project of the unemployed initiative

BASTA! . Over the course of several weeks, people we got to

know in our weekly social counseling times have been

gathering together, prepared various topics and introduced

and discussed them in a six-week workshop series to other

people.

And why now the brochu re?

We have experienced the school as an experiment of

grassroots organization and were quite enthusiastic about it.

We want to present our impressions as well as the

preparatory work. We want to spread our enthusiasm. At the

same time, the brochure can also be read as a guide to

implement similar projects. Use our texts and ideas - copy,

change and develop them as you like.

And if you have an idea for a different term than school, we

are happy about creative word creations. Have fun while

reading!
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The unemployed persons initiative BASTA! has delivered the basic

knowledge for the project “BASTA! is doing a school” (“BASTA!

macht Schule”); therefore we would like to briefly present this.

BASTA! is a self-organised left-wing political group from Berlin-

Wedding, who offer advice and accompaniment to the Jobcenter and

also organise actions around the topic of Hartz IV. We orientate

ourselves in the tradition of Transformative Community Organising,

which promises through continual and broad basis-democratic

grassroots politics a strong capabili ty to accomplish political goals.

Besides the hard core of the group, which is formed from about 1 2-1 5

activists, we have around 400 supporters who work in various ways

and means with us.

The multi lingual social advice about Hartz IV takes place three days a

week. A large proportion of our advisors is themselves unemployed

and has their knowledge from both their own experience and training

(e.g. legal foundations of ALG I I ). The well-proved and very useful

accompaniments are, where possible, organised directly from the

advice sessions and are carried out either from a “BASTA! -Hardcore”

or by supporters.

We get financial support from donations or project-related

applications from charitable foundations; all advisors work voluntari ly.

Our weekly BASTA! plenary is the centrepiece of our group: in the big

plenary various decisions are made and in our workgroups (AG) various

actions are prepared and analysed.

In the summer of 201 5 the “AG Erwerbslosenschule” (AG Jobless

school) was set up, from which the project “BASTA! is doing a school”

originates. This process is described in more detai l below.

02 | WHO OR WHAT I S BASTA! ?
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An invitation e-mail to begin

School? Sounds a bit strange. Sitting down,

registration, tests, bombarded with information. . .

BASTA! has a different idea! Here is the invitation for

everyone to the school:
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We want to invite you to take over more responsibi li ty

with BASTA! . To become a new member of a group of

(mostly) strangers is always difficult, as we know. We

would like to make it as easy as possible for you and

therefore we are inviting you to six nice evenings. During

these evenings we want to learn from your encounters

with the Jobcenter, bosses, authorities, landlords, and

from your courage and your doubts. We want to thereby

better understand the unfairness of the world. We think

that you too would be interested in learning a couple of

things and share your experiences with others.

So, if you would like to become an active and responsible

part of our project, but you didn’t have the right

introduction yet: Now is your time! We are looking

forward to seeing you!

The topics are:

03 | SCEPTI CAL ABOUT SCHOOL?

22.01 .201 6, 1 7 – 1 9 Uhr

Welfare and society and: why we

sometimes feel guilty

29.01 .201 6, 1 7 – 1 9 Uhr

The border doesn't run between friends

05.02.201 6, 1 7 – 1 9 Uhr

Fundamentals of SGB II and how we can

defend ourselves

1 2.02.201 6, 1 7 – 1 9 Uhr

How to act within the Jobcenter:

tactics that work

1 9.02.201 6, 1 7 – 1 9 Uhr

How can BASTA! grow?

26.02.201 6, 1 7 – 1 9 Uhr

And now what? Transfer to everyday

life
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Our unemployed persons initiative BASTA! has a

rather long and moving history. We could tell you an

endless stream of anecdotes from the depths of the

Jobcenter and we know that this is exemplary for

poverty and exclusion in the world. This text presents

the considerations and reasons why we made the

BASTA! jobless school happen.

What we experience every day in the Jobcenter is often

like a slap in the face. Sanctions, refusals, senseless job

proposals and threatening “measures”. Fortunately we

do not only experience these things, but we can also tell

of the unbelievable power,

joy and solidarity of those

who do not trust in the

political establishment

anymore.

For years we have offered

our social counselling,

accompanied people to the

Jobcenter and to courts, as well as organised protests,

conferences, demonstrations, education, festivals,

d iscussions and relaxed evenings. We were a reliable

and friendly group of 1 5 people and quickly noticed,

that we could achieve a lot with this number, but could

not change the world in general. We agreed that we

wanted more people to join the work of BASTA! , which

had certain consequences.

Trusting people with

everything does not however

mean that we naively dump

an array of tasks and

responsibilities to them.

9



Welcome to fri end ly chaos

So we tried from then on to create an even more

comfortable frame of working together and creating many

opportunities for this. We recorded contact data of

people, who we got to know from counselling sessions

and accompanying them. As only in this way could we

come back to them and offer something to them. For this

we also had to actively unlearn the propaganda of the

employers and instead of this trust the low-income people

and really take them seriously. For when we have trust in

ourselves, who can then really change things?

Trusting people with everything does not however mean,

as we noticed very quickly, mean that we naively dump an

array of tasks and responsibi li ties to people who have

little or no political organising experience, or who come

from other areas. We had to recognise, that joining our

group despite our efforts is difficult.

In retrospect we realised: You have stress with the

Jobcenter, you go to an appointment and are invited

there to another one next month. You are received

politely, the advisor is there again and looks after things.

Also everyone else makes an effort to include you, but to

you most of what is said is incomprehensible – although

you are interested politically. SGB what? Blockupawhat?

Networking with “the Hamburgers”, d iscussions with “the

migrants” or BAG Plesa – sorry? Neoliberal agenda?

04 | SCHOOL OF TH E POOR ― A D I FFEN ERN T WAY OF ORGAN I S I N G
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Rules, regulations, legal basis, EU law? And then

another debate to the advantages and disadvantages of

anarchist and socialist organisations or maybe that “we

are not in agreement, on how we judge the idea of basic

income”.

More q u est i on s?

We are stuck in a dilemma: The most of what we do and

what we discuss is strategically thought out and

therefore also necessary. We are – this we can say

without blushing – are intellectually and analytically

better than 95% of the representatives in parliament in

relation to themes of poverty, work, and exclusion. We

have lots of experience about authorities that a political

advice agency could only dream of and are part of a

friendly community that fights for the right things in

cold times.

But how can further deepen all these experiences and

results of years-long discussions without creating an

unbridgeable gap that scares away new and interested

collaborators? How can we combine analytical and

strategic clarity with public organising? How can we

continue to grow and become a group where people can

decide to be for or against detai led discussions, without

being able to decide for or against the collaborative

work in the group?
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The bu ffet i s open !

These questions we could partially answer with the jobless

school. We created a new part of BASTA! , where really

everyone can come along without feeling like outsiders.

Through an open yet structured form twelve interested

people were able to work on the most pressing themes.

Over in total six

evenings those themes

could be presented to

and discussed with a

public of over 50

people. The

preparation meetings

were clearly set out in

terms of times,

organisation, and

themes. Our speakers

could concentrate

completely on the

content and thus offer

us inspiring hours.

But also other tasks fell away like warm crumbs. We were

spoiled with grandiose buffets and expansive meeting

minutes. The Friday evening was an interpersonal and

political highlight. And that was all – one has to emphasise

again – done by the same unemployed people, the objects

of horrific demonization, discrimination, and devaluation.

Jobcenters of the world, look at this group!
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We have gone on a path together, where our analyses

became ever sharper and our knowledge and common

political aims became even more intensive. While the

jobless school was a success for us, it also had the

potential to be effective beyond us. I t is a living contrast

to right-wing hate. Our analyses are better, our ideas

more inspiring and our style simply better. When we

work further true to our principles and BASTA! and the

jobless school makes school throughout the country,

then right-wing hate has no chance against us. So: To

work!

04 | SCHOOL OF TH E POOR ― A D I FFEREN T WAY OF ORGAN I S I N G

We wanted to
1 . make joining our group for interested people easier,
2. grow as a group,
3. make the knowledge and creativity of unemployed people

visible,
4. have a good time,5. talk about complex political and interpersonal themes with

many people over a longer time and thus
6. sharpen our analyses and political claimsWe managed to achieve all that.
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What was it about on the six evenings?

1 .Welfare and society and: Why do we sometimes

feel guilty?

• H istory of Hartz IV

1 954 „Social welfare should enable to lead a life in

dignity. “

2001 „There is no right to laziness! “

2002 Hartz-Committee – mainly consisting of

management consultants and corporations

2005 „We want the biggest low-pay sector in

Europe! “

• The image of „lazy unemployed“ and why we

sometimes feel guilty

• A problem of society is turned into a personal fai lure

• Division of groups which should fight together, i . e.

unemployed people, low-wage-workers, refugees

2. The border doesn’t run between friends

• Information about the legal situation of people from other

european countries

• The racist discourse about „migration to the social system“

and „plundering of the welfare state“

• „Europe of the capital“ vs. „Europe of the people“: freedom

of movement exists only for goods, capital and working

power but not for people

3. Fundamentals of SGB II and how we can defend ourselves

• Knowledge about the legal situation is an important tool to

claim rights together and for reaching political goals

• Counselling and accompanying are collective actions, which

are fun and strenghten one another

• Learning together and self-empowerment!

4. How to act within the Jobcenter: tactics that work

• Main reaction on Jobcenter: pullback. Facing the conflict

needs courage.

» Advantages of carrying out the conflict:

Expressing opinions

Influencing decisions

Recognizing potential

Progress

» Disadvantages of carrying out conflicts:

Escalation

Loss of time

Psychological pressure

Follow up conflicts

• Strategies of stress reduction

• Linguistic tricks

1 5
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5. How can BASTA! grow?

Vier Schritte, d ie helfen mehr zu werden:

1 . Kritsche Analyse - wie an Abend eins und zwei

2. Confrontation i . e. campaign

3. Solidarity getting in touch, support each other, i . e.

accompanying and counselling

4. Work on the basis, get together, working together, i . e.

unemployed school

6. And now what? Transfer to everyday life

How did the unemployed school changes BASTA!?

» More people came to the plenum and joined the coun-

selling.

» A cooking group was founded.

» The next unemployed school is planned.

» More people got to know BASTA! , joined the actions or

stayed in contact on different levels.
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We considered and chose the themes of the school

previously. Additionally moving from theory to

practice was important to us, as well as the exchange

of everyday capabilities. An overview of contents:

1 . Meeting: Welfare and society and: Why do we

sometimes feel guilty?

Beginning with a historical overview of the foundation of

Hartz IV in the frame of the social reform package

“Agenda 201 0” in order to show, that the pressure on

unemployed people was calculated to be part of the

system. Against the prevailing and media-pushed myth,

the unemployed are lazy and to blame for their

situation, it is made clear, “that poverty does not result

from personal fai lures, but is a socially produced

scandal. ”*

2. Meeting: The border doesn’t run between friends

I t goes further with the situation of work-seeking EU

citizens in Germany. Already since years the federal

government has attempted (against the European

equality law) to establish a legal exclusion of these

people from ALG I I benefits. Racist sentiments, that

above all are directed towards eastern European

migrants, follow a politics that uses “the exclusion of

unproductive and therefore undesired citizens from any

social claims . . . as a means of controlling migration” –

to both we need to react. After a review of the legal

conflict affected EU citizens explain their personal

situations.

05 | WH AT' S I T ALL ABOUT?
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3. Meeting: Fundamentals of SGB II and how we can

defend ourselves

I n order to be able to act as a welfare recipient in asserting

one’s own rights and reacting to illegal dealings of the

Jobcenter, it is useful to know the fundamentals of the SGB

I I . Themes addressed include e.g. “Sanctions”, “Submitting

Objections” and “Legal case at the social court”.

4. Meeting: How to act within the Jobcenter: tactics that

work,

At this meeting ways of dealing with conflicts with the

Jobcenter are discussed. Deescalation and stressreduction

strategies, fundamentals of communicational psychology

(e.g. 4-ears-model of Thun, active listening) as well as tips

in dealing with caseworkers are presented. The participants

exchange their experiences in dealing with stressful

situations in the Jobcenter.

5. Meeting: How can BASTA! grow?

This time it should be more practical: Initially the

cornerstones of revolutionary community organising

(critical analysis, grassroots political work, confrontational

politics, solidarity) are presented and subsequently

discussed, “which methods and what attitudes are required,

in order to encourage more people for our project of

resistance”. For this the wishes and thoughts of participants

in regards to joining BASTA! are asked for.

05 | WH AT' S I T ALL ABOUT?
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6. Meeting: And now what? Transfer to everyday life

At the last meeting the results of the previous meetings

are brought together and subsequently the individual

working areas of BASTA! as well as current active

group members are introduced. In conclusion there

was an open discussion round, in which those

interested in BASTA! get to know each other better and

develop questions and plans.

* Everything that is in quotes is an excerpt from the minutes of the

relevant
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68

Behind the six weeks of “BASTA! is doing a school” stands

a long and intensive preparation phase and the

development of ideas. We had to agree upon various

topics at the plenary, had to apply for funds, find

speakers and prepare meetings together with them. It

looked like this:

20
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PHASE I

Idea and preparation phase

Summer 201 5 until Winter 201 6

Summer 201 5: The idea for the project originated at the

plenary. Since it would be a project from and for the

jobless, we have talked to people during the advisory

stage, sent emails to the supporters mailing list and

planned a first meeting, where expectations, desires,

and ideas were brought together. At this point the idea

was raised to apply for funding for the project – in order

to pay compensation to the speakers. And since this was

a novelty for BASTA! it was the object of many

discussions.

Autumn 201 5: The framework for the project was set

out and about 1 5 people were found who wanted to

participate in the project. They took over the

preparation throughout the weekly plenary and planned

a large part of the concrete contents. Whereas longer

term active BASTA! members dedicated themselves to

the structural organisation. This included the set-up of a

financial plan as well as the formal application for

funding from the Rosa Luxemburg Stiftung (RLS) and the

organisation of the event spaces.

November 201 5: The application for 3,500 euro was

accepted by the RLS and the structural framework for

21
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the project was specified. Subsequently the group work was

intensified and the concrete programme and content for

the individual meetings was agreed upon. Two to five

speakers prepared a meeting together. The build ing up of

the evenings was arranged in a way that after an input from

the speaker a political d iscussion with all participants could

be carried out.

January 201 6: Finally we wrote up invitations, printed

flyers and gathered required materials and responsible

persons for the following areas: translations,

documentation, moderation, publicity work, buffet and

drinks.

PHASE II

Execution - 22nd January until 26th February 201 6

The meetings took around two and a half hours each. As a

rule initially a speech was made and/or a short workshop

organised and subsequently a discussion was led.

Afterwards further conversational rounds took place in

neighbouring bars, in which participants got to know each

other better.

For a detailed time-line see page 24 and 25 in the german

part of this brochure.
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We applied for 3,500 euro at the Rosa Luxemburg

Stiftung and received the money. At first that appeared

to be a lot, but in the end it was really not. While talking

about money we were torn between “yeah money!” and

“shit not enough money” and “fuck the money”.

We applied for money, because we found out about

funding possibi li ties accidentally. After discussing

extensively the fact that it obviously is not enough money,

that we did not want to “buy” people and that too much

important work was sti ll unpaid, we agreed among

ourselves. We appreciated the fact that people do not only

receive warm words and a clammy handshake, but also get

financial recognition. At the end our speakers had to

prepare their contributions over a number of days, did

research, discussed amongst each other and then spoke in

front of thirty people and moderated discussions.

We have set out contracts that made clear in the finest

administrative German: The person, who is treated like dirt

by the Jobcenter, is in reality an expert, who is valued by

us and naturally should be paid for their expertise. This

translated the whole power of the six events into financial

terms. And finally all speakers could buy things that they

usually couldn’t – maybe a pair of shoes or something nice

for the children. Some of the speakers however were like

us fallen into the same conflict between “yeah money! ” and

“fuck the money”, and therefore gave back part of or the

whole payments to the group funds.

07 | LET ' S TALK ABOUT MON EY
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We paid the speakers, the literature, rental fees, and

catering. Hence we were able to reasonably shop, the

cooks could work properly and no-one had to worry at

an event, if they sti ll had a euro for a bottle of water.

We could copy all materials needed and give every

participant guidelines for the jungle of the Jobcenter.

Our professionalism was finally able to be expressed

through the events. That was quite nice.

We did not pay for

preparatory work

such as invitations,

cooking, the design

of flyers, the

meeting minutes,

the washing up,

further

formalities, the

website, and the budgeting. That is nothing new for us,

since we are outside of the jobless school exclusively

volunteers. With a view to a long-term strategy of

political work the question was however raised, how

everything can continue unpaid. For those of us, who

don’t have a German passport or any passport at all,

the right of residence in the BRD is frequently

connected to their working status. Volunteer work is

something one has to be able to afford.
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Thoughts,

words,
action

The school of the poor was an experiment for us. We

wanted to break out of conventional info-event

setups. That meant that we did not invite people

from outside with special knowledge, but rather

collect our experience and information internally,

disseminate it, and discuss it. The speeches and

discussions of our people strengthened our belief,

that it was the right approach. Naturally it is a hurdle

to organise an event, if one is not yet part of a group.

Therefore we wanted to present some points here

that were especially important for us during the

preparation and execution of the event.

08 | TH OUGH TS , WORDS , ACTI ON
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Stay on the ball

We meet people multiple times: In the advisory stage,

during accompaniments, and partially at actions. We

started by asking people in the advisory stage if they

could imagine being a speaker for a particular theme.

At the end we had some interested parties. Afterwards

we had to telephone them, and ask a number of times.

Also when something feels done and dusted, one

needs to keep on it and at every meeting renew

personal contact and invite people. Only this way it

was possible to carry out five out of six events without

needing an external speaker.

Internal advertising instead of posters and Stressi

entries

I n this case we wanted to talk to persons, who were

known to us already through advisory services, flyers,

or accompaniments. We wanted to connect them and

allow them to get to know our group and our political

content better.

Distribute important tasks early

Cooking, meeting minutes, moderation, preparing the

room, translations; all of these tasks needed to be

undertaken every Friday. In order to create a direct

entry and a comfortable atmosphere, we distributed

6027



these structural tasks early. This way we were able to

concentrate completely on the content of the meetings.

Usually these tasks were taken over by those who appeared

regularly at the BASTA! plenary or were involved

continually in other aspects.

Clear structure and discussion culture

We had a moderation for every meeting in order to make

the running clear and to support discussion. In addition to

that it was important for us that during events a discussion

culture is provided that invites everyone to contribute –

even though that was not always easy to implement.

Guarantee translations

This is one of the most important points for us. All events

were able to take place bilingually (English/German).

However only a whisper translation was done. This method

guarantees that content can be understood, but does not

allow full participation in the discussions. Another principle

could not be agreed upon. The event with the title “the

borders don’t run between friends” took place completely

in English and was translated to German.

Avoiding “complicated” speech

We wanted to strengthen the communal terms. Concepts

like “poverty”, “joblessness” and “bad treatment in the

Jobcenter” are close to reality for all and easy to

understand. In contrast to this “neoliberalisation of the

08 | TH OUGH TS , WORDS , ACTI ON
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labour market” is very abstract. On an analytical level

that might be an important and correct term, but for

beginners it is of limited use. We looked for concepts

from everyday use that most people could relate to.

That however does not mean that we avoided

“complicated speech” entirely, however we did not

want its use to be required or to serve a method of

power. In first of all a discussion with “expert

concepts”, it is more difficult to include those who do

have not mastered such speech. Our goal is to spread

knowledge. That means also to go step by step and

establish a common basis.

Valuation

I t is not self-evident to spend ones Friday evening at a

BASTA! event. That is clear to us. I t is even more

remarkable when people who were not organised

before, take over tasks. Valuing this is important for

us. I f we want to stand up against the Jobcenter

regime, we should go to the roots and claim: We are

important, we have something to say and we are not

the id iots that the Jobcenter caseworkers consider us

to be when we are sitting in front of them.

29
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Many people were involved with “BASTA! is doing a

school”. Here we speak with Paula, who helped

organise an event, and Ekrem and Lydia, who were

there as participants.

INTERVIEW WITH PAULA - Involved in preparation

How did it happen that you took over an active role

within the school of the poor?

I was with someone to an advisory about ALG I I and

the lady told me then, that there was an

accompaniment service to the Jobcenter that I could

use. I took part in the jobless school, because Robert

thought that I could contribute something positive and

useful and I wanted to give something back.

What theme did you present in the school of the

poor and why?

My theme was communication strategies and I

dedicated myself to the theme of dealing with stress,

since I feel most connected with it and perceived it as

important.

What did you think of the school of the poor?

I liked it a lot. There were great speeches with a lot of

information. And you came into contact with others

and had the possibi li ty to exchange experiences. I

found it d ifficult with the space, if people came later.

But it was nice, that it was so full, and at the end

everyone was able to find a place to sit.
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Were you at all six events?

No, I missed one. I was sick at the time.

How has your relation to BASTA! changed through your

participation in the school?

As I said there was lots of great information and also

opportunities, where you could talk to active people from

BASTA! and get to know them. After the school I d idn’t

come, because I had a job and unfortunately no time.

INTERVIEW WITH EKREM AND LYDIA - Participants

How did you get to know about the school and how often

did you participate?

Ekrem: I was invited by e-mail. And I was there five times.

Lydia: The Jobcenter did not only put ever more pressure

on me, their tone was also ever more sinister and also

more unprofessional. On the day, where this got too much,

someone stood with a list of signatures in front of the

Jobcenter. I don’t remember any more what the list was

about, only that I got into a conversation and found out

that someone could come with me to the Jobcenter. After

that I googled and came across BASTA! .

Funnily we never collected signatures in front of the

Jobcenter. But great, that you found us anyway. Which

themes were especially interesting for you?

Lydia: My theme was “H istorical continuities I I : National-

socialism and the concept of work”, a part of the first

workshop. I was interested in the origin of degrading
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descriptions, such as “asocial”, special phrases related

to unemployed and why society makes jobless people

feel guilty. Furthermore for me it was interesting that

already during that time there was a forced reduction

of unemployment through imposed work and through

detention of unemployed. These parallels.

Ekrem: I was especially interested in the background

of Agenda 201 0 leading to the creation of a low-wage

sector in the BRD. The psychological war against the

poor with the help of the Hartz IV bashing in the media

belongs to this for me and on the other side the life-

threatening so-called “sanctions”, which force us to

accept underpaid jobs under the worst possible

conditions.
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You both were often here, how did you find the design of

each meeting? What was good and what was not so

good?

Ekrem: The liveliness and understandabili ty were good.

Lydia: I really liked it. The room was however not the best.

There was very little space. Maybe next time it could take

place in the Haus der Demokratie or somewhere similar.

Did you feel more involved with BASTA! through the

school and connected to the group?

Ekrem: Yes for sure. I got to know many people from

BASTA! and the discussions were very interesting. The

atmosphere was welcoming and there was always tasty

food available.

Lydia: I n general I knew already a lot about the political

goals, since I was already often at BASTA! . r.

How has your understanding of the work of BASTA!

changed through your participation?

Ekrem: I gained more insight into the work. I missed going

to the Schererstraße in the first Fridays after the school.

Now I am more often at BASTA! e.g. during actions or at

lunch.

Lydia: Currently I am not doing so much, in order that I

don’t get sick. I think, my exhaustion is not completely

gone yet. However, I would happily take part in further

schools.
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1 0
Raise the glasses

- how was it
for basta?

1 0 | RAI SE TH E GLASSES - HOW WAS I T FOR BASTA? !
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At BASTA! there is always lots to do, so the jobless school

did not always fit seamlessly into our political everyday

activities. Parallel some planned the campaign further

and involved people in this. Accompanying people to the

Jobcenter was done as always and advice given for 9

hours per week. For over 6 weeks BASTA! was present

and open in the Schererstr. 8, 5 days a week. That is a

great achievement and was also a big effort from our

part. We always need to take a breather and need to be

able to rely on each other, when we start a big project. So

how did the BASTA! core group see the jobless school? A

small excerpt from the general reflection evening with tea

and wine:

The idea of the jobless school was from the beginning

greeted sceptically by some and with enthusiasm by others.

I t was a new facet of BASTA! , a new meeting point and a

new way of exchanging ideas. That is great! But it meant

also a lot of additional work. Would we really be able to do

it? Will the effort be justified and will anyone come? In

retrospect all questions were answered with a clear yes,

and we look forward to the next time.

The Jobless school was organised by one of our working

groups from the plenary and actively supported by all. I n

the running of the school new supporters came here and

assumed responsibi li ty for tasks.

In retrospect all of those who were sceptical at the

beginning were enthused and positively surprised about so
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many different people taking part. For us that is a

great success. For three years we have been asking

people for their contact detai ls in the advice sessions if

they were interested in contributing to BASTA! . The

jobless school was for all of us an example that this

works and it is worth it to overcome ones reticence

from e.g. phoning people, because most of them are

very happy to hear from us and want to come along,

when they have time. Especially older people and

those who have no internet access at home found this

approach to be a positive one.
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The meetings were generally felt to be structured well.

There was a translation, so the themes were

understandable for non-german speakers. The atmosphere

was comfortable and open. An exception was the meeting

on the theme of “law”. That was the only one in the series

where we invited an external speaker and was perceived

differently by many of us. Next time we would focus

entirely on internal preparation. The mood is different,

when we have seen each other before, know each other,

and have prepared together. The discussions were often

very wide-ranging and therefore a more active moderation

would be desirable.

After workshops many people stayed a long time and

interesting conversations were held – in these occasions we

especially need to work on our abili ty to approach people

and make connections with them.

What we missed at the school, was the connection with

other BASTA! areas. A consideration to this would be, at

every meeting to present again what is happening where at

the moment with BASTA! and how one can join in. We

think however, that the principle of self-organisation was

made clear at the school.

Where we are in agreement is: There will be yet 1 , 2, 3

BASTA! schools of the poor to come!
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Fragen über fragen

- e in kle iner ausblick

1 1 | LOTS   AN D LOTS   OF   QUESTI ON S AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

In the end we would like to let an active member of

BASTA! talk about the question of how the jobless

school has affected the group, which thoughts are

connected to it. With this short reflection we want to

close this brochure.
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I very much looked forward to contribute to a part of this

brochure. Even though I was not present at all meetings, I

understood the extensive preparatory discussions, and

saw how much time and energy people put into this

project. In particular I noticed how people became ever

more enthusiastic as the school went on and at the end

how a great success was tangible in every plenary report.

What is sti ll missing in this volume is a conclusion, that

looks forward, a sort of view into the future. Since 201 5

the school was always in our minds and we attempted to

build elements of the school into all projects that we were

involved in since this time. To carry out the school again,

would be even better. The planning is already started,

even though the design will be a different one, the

payment model not following the previous form. Not

because we find it foolish to compensate our comrades

with this small sum, no the effort involved in applying for

funding was simply too great. But that is nothing new and

in case people don’t know what to do with their inherited,

stolen or found money we have a special donation box,

you can throw everything in there…

Aside from the new edition of the school there are

countless projects, that we have talked about and that we

would love to try out.

We at the close of the advisory stages asked hundreds of

people about their abili ties and talents they felt ready to

share with us. Over the years an almost impenetrable

potpourri was collected. From glass-painting to
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computer-making to theatre and layout. The

possibi li ties, that await their implementation, are

diverse. To organise one afternoon in the week, where

we together outside the plenary and advice services and

exchange our different knowledge, will be implemented

soon. Group trips and museum visits and cultural

evenings are coming up soon. We

attempt to develop a regular

introductory course, to enable new

people to act as advisors. Recently a

person explained to us that he could

offer martial-arts training for

children, why not?

Just to develop a concept is hard for

us. Why may lie in the fact, that we

are already fully occupied through

our other work. But in first place it is

that we have no experience with a

politics that is focused on including as

many people as possible in the long-

term. Left-wing politics was fixated

for too long on naming problems and

developing campaigns which were successful in terms of

publicity. But when it is about talking to people, creating

a social space and really being a movement,

unfortunately we find hardly any examples from recent

history. Questions about questions lie around every

How can we stay open,

how do we make

decisions without

entering into endless

discussions, how to

avoid becoming bosses

on the basis of differing

levels of knowledge and

connections with the

group?
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corner. Suddenly twenty people sit at our weekly plenary,

some just want to look by, others have brought ideas with

them, some are already always there and we really need to

discuss a text from last week. We face the challenge of

reconciling our decision-making structures with a growing

number of people. How can we stay open, how do we make

decisions without entering into endless discussions or avoid

becoming bosses on the basis of differing levels of

knowledge and connections with the group? At the same

time we all want to stay a groovy group of the jobless and

keep the pressure on the Jobcenter, oh yeah and the

Wednesday advice service is currently understaffed again. . .

That sounds like stress, but this is quickly forgot when you

have the feeling of being part of a large and growing

structure, which is capable of fighting back against the way

things are. So I think already with excitement about my

next appointment in the Jobcenter and I look forward very

much to the crazy combination who visit the office with me

and show them how the jobless are not hid ing any longer!
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